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Meta runner lucinia

Australian animated series Meta RunnerThis poster season 2. Science fiction genre[1] Esports[1] Created byKevin Erdwichagul Luquevin Erdwichtagul (S1)Jeffrey YoungDirector Luke Lairdwichagul (S2)Matthew Packham (art)Creative Director(s) Luke Lardwichagul (S1)Voices of Celeste Notley-Smith Robin Doyle
Amber Lee Connors Elsie Lovelock Jason Vanity Kevin Lerdwichagul Luke Lerdwichagul Theme Opening Forever Works (played by Matthew MattxAJ Guerra) (S1)Only up (played by Lizz Robinette) (S2)Ultimate ThemeBriz (performed by KIMI) (S1)Steady (performed by Kimi) by Matthew MattxAJ Guerra (S1) AJ
DiSpiritoCount Of Origin Australia United StatesOriginal Language(s)English No. seasons2Need. episodes20Production (s) Kevin ErdwichagulEffri Ian (line producer) (S1)Animator (s) Jarrad RumbleTyan Williams (S1)Aleksandar TrofineRafael Caprico (S2)Voi Ping Mac (S2)Matthew Peck Ham (also the leading
animator)Duration of work12-19 minutes Product company(s) ProductionsScreen AustraliaCrunchyroll (S1)AMD (S1)Epic GamesDistributorGlitch ProductionsReleaseOriginal NetworkYouTubeJuly 25, 2019 (2019-07-25) –presentExternal linksWebsite Meta Runner – Australian sci-fi esports created by YouTubers Luke
and Kevin Lardwichagul that are known for creating a series of Super Mario 64 SMG4 parodies. The web series is designed, produced and animated at Glitch Productions, funded by Screen Australia,[2][3][4] funded by Crunchyroll and AMD for 1 season,[2] and funded by the Association with Epic Games. [2] [5]
Established in a futuristic society, Which centers around games, the series follows a cyborg girl named Tari, who stumbles and helps an undercover group called MD-5 in their attempt to expose the corrupt and abusive company TAS Corp. The first episode was released on July 25, 2019,[1] and the second season
premiered on October 16, 2020. [6] [7] [8] The plot in Silica City, all media and entertainment mainly based around video games, not only acts as entertainment, but also live jobs and lifestyles. Among the gamers are Meta Runners, who are also known as a group of gaming individuals who have replaced their limbs with
cyber hands that allow them to improve their gaming performance. The series tells the story of Tari, a meta-runner who was the subject of an experiment called Project Blue led by Dr. Sheridan, a former scientist who was commissioned by TAS Corp. In the sudden accident that caused the explosion, Dr. Sheridan was
killed and a former meta-runner, Lucinia, seemed to also die. Waking up in an abandoned and destroyed lab, Tari finds herself in Silica City with no memory of what happened except for a few flashbacks. The main characters of Tari (voiced by Celeste Notley-Smith) - shy and insecure amnesiac Meta Runner with the

ability to misinform in the video games she plays. She suffers from amnesia and has no memory of her past events. She is related to Project Blue, but it is not known what her role was. Theo (voiced by Robin Moore) is the protagonist of ultra jump game Mania, where he encounters Tari after she stumbles across his
world. It is transported to the real world because of Tary's abilities. MD-5 Sophia Porter (voiced by Hayley Nelson) is a funny and uplifting girl who is one of Tara's friends and also creates fashions, most of which are not needed for anything. Lamar Williams (voiced by Anthony Sardinha) is a light otaku with body cushions
and is a friend of Tara's. Masa Symamoto (voiced by Brendan Barry-Cotter) is a calm, composed and most serious friend of Tari's, but is a former team captain for TAS Corp. He was decommissioned after trying to hack Lucks' private server to prove his theory that Lucks was the one who killed Lucinia and his Met
Runner hand shot lucks. Home antagonist Belle Fontier (voiced by Jessica Falico) is an anti-hero of the series who is Tari's rival and is also known for being a TASCorp representative and their number 1 meta-runner. She was originally best friend with Lucinia, but upon learning of her possible death, she becomes
determined to find Tari so she can interrogate her. Her personality of defiance is a reference to James T. Kirk in the Star Trek universe. Luck (voiced by David J.H. Doyle) is the series' chief antagonist who is obsessed with Tarthy, because of her unexpected ability to disarm in video games. He tries to capture Tari to
discover the reason for her ability and give it to other meta-runners so TASCorp outperfolics their competition. His identity is almost a reference to Valeyard in the Time Lord's Court. Evelyn's minor characters (voiced by Elsie Lovelock) are a meta-runner at TasCorp who is forced to be Tari's partner, even though she
doesn't like Tarya. Dr. Sheridan (voiced by Anthony Sardinha) is a former TASCorp scientist who created Project Blue to stop him from being fired. He is predicted to have died along with Lucinia after exploding while running a test on Project Blue. Lucian Porter (voiced by Amber Lee Connors) was a meta-runner at
TasCorp and was the first test subject for Dr. Sheridan's Blue Project. She is assumed to have died after project blue trials ended in an explosion. She's Sofia Porter's sister. Bot-Boys (voiced by Kevin Lardwichagul and Luke Lairdwichagul) are ordinary works found throughout Silica City, usually with work or function.
They are also shown to be in games such as Ultra Jump Mania. YouTube Guest Star Announcer (Wrong Warped) (voiced by Elliot Musselk Watkins) Male Civilian (voiced by James TheOdd1sOut Rallison) Woman (voiced by Kathleen Loserfruth Belsten) Announcer (One Shot) (voiced by Ross O'Donovan) Tempest
Competitor 1 (voiced by Brodie Rogan Bazza Gazza de Mer) Tempest Competitor 2 (voiced by Nathan William Clifford Kreitor Ryan) Episodes Season EpisodyOriginally released110July 25, 2019 (2019-07-25)210October 16, 2020 (2020-10-16) Season 1 (2019) No1. inseasonTitleDirected byWritten byStoryboarded
byOriginal release date11Wrong WarpLuke Lerdwichagul (Creative Director)Kevin LerdwichagulJeffrey YangJarrad RumbleElle NguyenJuly 25, 2019 (2019-07-25) Tarhi goes to the lab having severe amnesia, and finds herself in Silica City. She discovers that she has a cybernetic arm and learns that she is The Met
Runner, people who replace their limbs with cybernetic enhancements to improve their gaming performance. Tarie walks into a TASCorp store and finds a speedrunning arena in the back room. There she sees a Meta runner, Belle Fontier, trying to set a world record for Ultra Jump Mania by performing a secret glitch.
Belle properly crashes, but misses the pole gate, thereby losing the record. After everyone's going, Tarie picks up Belle's controller and starts playing. Belle starts siwing who Tarie is and where she learned to play. The rapid movements of Tari's fingers cause her to suddenly lose consciousness. When she wakes up, she
finds herself on the island. She is then attacked by Ultra Jump Mania's protagonist, Theo, and Tari learns that she carried inside the game. Meanwhile, Belle encourages his boss, Lucky, to show him Tary. While he begins to fow belle for a terrible performance, he soon intrigued Tary. After seeing her in the game, Lucks
encourages TASCorp scientists to find out what happened. 22South outside Lyudwichagul (creative director)Kevin ErdwichagulEffri JanJarrad RumbleElle NguyenAugust 1, 2019 (2019-08-01) Inside Ultra Jump Mania, Taree manages to convince Theo that she is not the enemy. Theo tells Tari that she is on the simple
island of Flip and then continues to leave her behind. Tari catches up with him and follows him on a platformer adventure. Tari learns that Theo knows he's inside a video game. As soon as Tari finds out Theo is heading to the next level, she convinces him that monsters after the bare pole and Theo drags her with him.
Tari continues to adapt to the world of video games. The duo came across a horde of tree monsters. Theo gives Tari a pineapple hammer and two to engage monsters. Back in the real world, Lucky and his scientists continue to explore Tari. Belle is unimpressive, but Lacks says Tari's ability could be the future of games
and says he can give her the ability for everyone. Belle gets on board with Lax's plan. In the game, Tari and Theo defeat hordes of tree monsters. Luck comes into play, speaking through Theo's version. Luck trying Tari told him about her ability, but TasCorp scientists begin experimenting on her arm, hurting her. With a
surge of energy, Tari returns to the real world and is shocked to learn that Theo is back with her. 33Bad Split>Luke Lardwichagul (creative director)Kevin LerdwichagulJeffri JanJarrad Rubble NguyenAugust 8, 2019 (2019-08-08) Taree and Theo confront Lucky, who are trying to persuade Taree to work for him at
TasCorp. Tary refuses and, with the help of Theo, manages to escape from the arena skirting. Belle tries to harass her, but Luck stops her saying they can't be seen chasing civilians in public. They take what they have, and Luck promises to deal with Tari. Meanwhile, Tarie and Theo are hiding in an alleyway in Silica
City. Tari tells Theo that they are in real danger and that his video game mechanics are not working in the real world, disappointing him. Tari and Theo then duck inside the streaming pod center, called Beehive. They lurk inside one of the streaming pods to cool down for a while. Tarie has a flashback of a mysterious
scientist, while Theo manages to start a live broadcast. Tari then sees a live chat and realizes that Belle has found them. The duo escape and flee into two separate rooms. Tarie faces Belle and ends up captured. Scientists are fighting for Theo, but he manages to fight them and escape. Theo then sees Tari being
loaded into the back of TasCorp and starting to cry. Still, the mysterious Meta Runner approaches Theo and says he's got it. 44The course for the sequenceLiuk Lerdwichagul (creative director)Kevin LerdwichagulEffri JanJarrad RumbleElle NguyenAugust 15, 2019 (2019-08-15) Inside the back of the TasCorp Belle van
tries to convince Tari that the situation is good, but Tary rejects her claims, saying they should experiment on her and see how she feels. Belle tells her she's been through a lot, but it's better because of the dominance of video games. As Tary begins to wonder what will happen to Theo, the van is hit by a car. Tary runs
out of the van and sees Theo in the car. Luck sees Tari get in the car with Theo and they eat. Luck thrills Belle and the two follow in pursuit. Inside the car, Theo introduces Tara to Lamar Williams. Lamar gives Tary a jacket that causes signal interference because he believes Lucks put a tracking device in her robot arm.
Luck starts chasing the trio, even having the guy try to knock down the car. In an effort to avoid luck across the city, the trio eventually come up against a closed barrier. Lamar realizes that the trio are about to get caught. Tarie uses his Met Runner vision to anaile the situation and takes the wheel off Lamar, and uses a
fallen over billboard to propel himself and the car, with Theo and Lamar through the barrier, forcing Lucks to stop his chase. Lamar promises to take Tara and to a safe place. Meanwhile, Lucks tells Belle that he longer just wants Taree's powers, but wants her, which Belle calls creepy. Elsewhere, Lamar takes Tara and
Theo into a secret hideout hidden in a Ramen store. There, Tari and Theo will meet Sofia Porter and meta-runner Massa Symamoto. 55AimbotLuk Erdwichagul (Creative Director)Kevin ErdwichagulJeffrey JanJarrad RumbleElle NguyenAugust 22, 2019 (2019-08-22) Flashback shows a spy camera watching Belle in the
speed area before Taree appears. Lamar currently explains that on the day of the incident in the arena, he and his team tried to gather some intelligence on Lucks and TasCorp, but changed their plans when they saw Tari's abilities. Sofia tells Tari and Theo that their group, MD-5, are trying to take down TasCorp for all
the horrible things they've done. Tari has no hesitation in joining the group, claiming she wants no part in it. However, Theo manages to persuade Tari to join after mentioning that they have offered them a safe house. However, Massa refuses to let Tari and Theo join if they can't prove themselves in the game. Massa
challenges a Tari first-person shooter called Battle Blaze to see how well she copes with a human adversary. Tarie beat Mass easily. Sofia then inspects Tari's robotic arm, pulls up the screen and presses the emblem, which causes Tary to disarm the game. Meanwhile at TasCorp, Lucks has a Search for Belle through a
research centre to see if she can find any information about the crest on Tari's outfit while it investigates a damaged copy of Ultra Jump Mania from which theo emerged. Belle then wanders into the messy and abandoned lab. Back on the MD-5, Tary starts better but still beat Mass. Seeing her potential, Masa gives Tary
some advice on how to beat him by clearing her mind. It starts to perform well, but is interrupted by Theo, who carried in the game as well. Sofia brings them out, and Massa tells Tari and Theo that they have a place in the team. Still, Theo starts a glitch. Sofia theorizes that Theo feels the effects of being out of his game
for too long. Massa tells the team they need to bring Theo back into their game. Back at TasCorp, Belle finds nothing on the lookout. When she starts to give up, she finds a memory card about something called Project Blue. 66Igree PlanLiuk Lardwichagul (Creative Director)Kevin ErdwichagulJeffrey YoungElle
NguyenAugust 29, 2019 (2019-08-29) Taree gets Theo back in the Ultra Jump Mania cartridge and bids farewell to each other. However, they discover another Theo in the game, and the game glitches, booting two. Back in the real world, the MD-5 is surprised when Theo returns. Sofia theorizes that because the Ultra
Jump Mania cartridge they already have their own Theo, they need to return the original Theo cartridge. When they realize that TasCorp is more likely to have taken Theo's cartridge, Massa tells the group what they need Initiate surgery: Silent demon despite lamar's denials. Inside the destroyed facility in TasCorp, Belle
watches a video magazine from Dr. Sheridan discussing Project Blue, a project to keep him from being released. In another magazine, he explains that Project Blue is an AI system capable of beating any video game once it is implemented inside a human host. In the third journal, Dr. Sheridan shows excitement after
finding a Meta Runner at TasCorp to supply AI, and that he is preparing a more advanced version of AI. The fourth log cannot be played because the file is corrupted. The latest magazine shows an accident with a test run, resulting in an explosion that presumably kills Sheridan and his assistant, the voice of the latter
bringing Belle to his knees, with sadness. In MD-5, Mass begins to explain what surgery is: Silent Demon. The plan is to hack TasCorp servers, get their private records and files, and release them to the public, damaging Lucks' image to the public. However, the servers are under massive security. The plan is to compete
in the underground competition, which is hosted on TasCorp's private servers, to crash the game, which will give Sofia time to hack servers and release files and restore the Theo cartridge. Tara's role is to use her abilities to warp inside the game to perform an ultra-accurate glitch that Lamar finds impossible without Luck
being warned about it. Tari agrees with the plan and the group prepares it. Back at TasCorp, Belle shows Lucks footage of Dr Sheridan. Luck surprised by the explosion was an accident, thinking it was a cover-up. Belle became increasingly concerned after she reveals that the Meta Runner that Sheridan experimented
on was her friend, Lucinia, who they thought was missing. Lucks examines the footage and sees Sheridan inset the code on the controller. Lucks airs the same code and suddenly the damaged Ultra Jump Mania game suddenly flashes the logo for Project Blue. 77New clipLeuk Erdwichagul (creative director)Kevin
Erdwichagul (action-choreography)Kevin ErdwichagulEffri YoungElle NguyenSeptember 19, 2019 (2019-09-19) In the battle royale game, Tempest, Tari, Theo, Lamar and Masa begin preparations for the They teach Tari to collect the spells used for attacks and teach her what a glitch is, which beats the floor, which goes
55 km/h at 36 degrees. Tarie learns that to pull off a glitch, she has to jump off the top of the mountain in the game and use a spell of wind to propel herself down to gain enough momentum to clip through the floor. Tary is undoubtedly trying to pull it off, but without favour. In a flashback, Belle tries to pull off a newly
discovered glitch in Ultra Jump Mania when she is visited by her friend Lucinia. Lucinia tells Belle to take a breather, which Belle ended up doing. Back now, Belle between the Blue, Taree project and Lucinia's apparent death. When finding Lucky doesn't prove answers, he suggests Belle go and get answers from Tary
her. Back on the MD-5, Tary begins to rage over her repeated failures. Theo and Massa give Tari a few words of encouragement and Tari gives him another shot, successfully taking off the glitch. Taree celebrates his success, however it is cut when Massa tells them that now that they know how to pull off a glitch, they
need to be trained in physical combat because in the competition, they will have people attacking them. Theo is enthusiastic about it, which scares Lamar a little bit. 88A single shot By Lyuk Erdwichagul (creative director)Kevin Lardwichagul (action-choreography)Michael Tan (action-choreography)Kevin
LardwichagulJeffrey Yanelle NguyenSeptember 26, 2019 (2019-09-26) About a week later came the day for the Tempest tournament. Tari, Lamar and Massa infiltrate Theo and themselves into the competition. Tarie starts having second thoughts, but Masa and Lamar tell her this is their best chance to pull this off. As
the game begins, Taree flopps into the game but stretches into the void where she sees Lucinia. After she recovers, she wakes up already on a turbulent battlefield. The MD-5 begins to grab spells, using Lamar's power field and Kunai Masa to collect spells and gears. The group then confronts a top-tier team that forces
them to take a defensive stance. Lamar uses a spellbinding teleporter to get them out of there. The MD-5 discusses its next strategy and attacks a team from before who knock Tary off a cliff. Tary enters the collapsed building and attacks the enemy team. Before they were able to finish tary, the rest of the MD-5s come
and help Tari and go on the offensive. 99ProbigLiuk Erdwichagul (creative director)Kevin Erdwichagul (action-choreography)Michael Tan (action-choreography)Kevin LardwichagulJeffrey YangElle NguyenOctober 3, The 2019 (2019-10-03) MD-5 is preparing to take on a hostile team, with Massa taking the lead and other
flanks each unsoteringly, with Tara up against one of the foes and Lamar and Theo against the two. Lamar and Theo combine their spells to take down one of the enemies. Theo rushes to Tari's aid, diving before a counter spell aimed at Tary. Theo is then ejected from the game. Enraged, Tary uses his spells to film his
opponent and Lamar films him. The last enemy teleports away. The MD-5 takes a minute to make sure Tari is ok before they pull off the glitch. She assures that everything is fine and the group continues to scale the moment. In the real world, it turned out that the last enemy was Belle, who recognizes Massa. Luck
reminds Belle that the goal is to take tary out. The MD-5 hits the top of the mountain. Tari prepares to crash, but the group attacks Belle, Lamar. Md-5 then realize what TasCorp is on them. Massa tries to convince Belle to bounce back, but she refuses and reveals to Tari that Massa was once the team captain for
TasCorp, but was decomised for hacking Lucks' private server because he believed Lucks killed Lucinia. Massa and Tary attract Belle and almost gain the upper hand, but Belle restrains Tari under the building and forces Massa to overload his robotic arm before she chooses him. Luck tells Belle to finish Tary, but she
disconnects the connection with him so she can privately interrogate Tary. 1010ShutdownLuk Erdwichagul (creative director)Kevin Erdwichagul (action-packed choreography)Michael Tan (action-packed choreography)Matthew Packham (action-packed choreography)Kevin LendwichagulJeffrey Young Elle Nguyen
Oktober 10, 2019 (2019-10-10) Belle interrogates Tary over her ability to war in video games. Tari tries to explain that she has no idea, but Belle refuses to listen and accuses her of involvement in Lucinia's death. Tari claims she is not responsible, but Belle again refuses to believe her. Tarie seems to be saying that no
matter what she says, Belle is not going to believe her. Belle then tortures Tarya with a fireball. In the real world, the terrified Lamar considers pulling Tara out, but Massa says wait, as it's not over yet. In the game and after some words of encouragement from Theo, Tary agrees to tell Belle everything she knows. Belle
stops his attack, but it was really a trick for Tary to break free and execute a glitch. Belle tries to block her way, but Tarie jumps over him and off the cliff. During the fall, Tarya continues to shy away from Bellew's attacks and falls through the playing floor. She reappears in the void and sees a frightened Lucinia. In the
real world, the arena is being evacuated. Massa and Theo congratulate Tara on the successful removal of the disruption, but Lamar warns everyone they need to leave. Luck, infuriated by Belle's failure, initiates Plan B and orders the scientist to redirect Theo's cartridge through a backup server and grabs the gun, saying
he made a game of games. The MD-5 try to escape to the arena but is eventually cornered by TasCorp security and luck. Massa tells Good luck that he is too late and that the hack is already and Sofia is long gone. Luck says they'll just have to call her back. Then the guards subdued Tara, Lamar and Theo. Massa
battles with Luck, but Luck easily submits to it. Luck then takes off with Massa's robotic arm after Sofia refuses to show herself. As Luck is about to fatally shoot Massa, Sofia finally shows herself in tears. Sofia tells Good luck not to hurt Masi, but Lucks forces her to give up the tablet with files. Luck has guards wipe it
clean and destroy any backup servers. Luck comments that her talent is wasted and she had to join TasCorp. Sofia speaks just wanted to know what happened to her sister. Lamar reveals to Tara that Lucinia was Sofia's sister. Belle shows up and tells Sophia that Luck has nothing to do with Lucinia's death. Luck is still
before, says Belle, to stay out of this. Belle says he deserves to know what happened and shows Sofia footage of the explosion. Sofia breaks down crying knowing her sister is gone. Luck mocks Massa, saying that now the truth comes out on what happened to Lucinia and that Dr. Sheridan should be blamed, not him.
Sofia asks why Lucinia was with Sheridan, while Belle tells Sophia to ask Tarie. Masa and Theo are confused by what Tarie has before, with Lamar saying luck is probably lying. Luck then prepares to put the MD-5 in the holding chamber for the rest of his life, but Tarie is trying to make a deal with Lucks. Tari says that if
she joins TasCorp, Lucks should let go of everyone else and they will never be a problem again. Theo tells Tari not to. Lucks shocks Theo and reveals that he discovered the MD-5 plan using Theo as a spy camera using the damaged Ultra Jump Mania. Theo tries to attract Lucks, but Lucks crushes Theo's cartridge,
causing Theo to crash. Luck tells Tari that Theo will be a pledge, and if the MD-5 becomes a problem again or Tarya starts showing signs of slurry, he will destroy what's left of Theo. Tari reluctantly agrees. Luck lets the MD-5 go and go with Tari, who promises she'll be fine. In the post-credits scene, Belle discovers a
device with a backup from Sofia's tablet. As Belle goes, Lucks asks for an update on his subject. The list shows the satirist's health and the woman shown in a cirrhogic freezer. General condition for the object: Stable. Season 2 (2020) No.generalLyOn. inseasonTitleDirected byWritten byStoryboarded byOriginal release
date111Hard ResetLuke LerdwichagulKevin Lerdwichagul (choreography)Matthew Peckham (choreography)Michael Tan (choreography)Jeffrey YoungElle Nguyen Oktober 16, 2020 (2020-10-16) 6 months after the events of Season 1, we see what Tary, Belle and MD-5 were up to. (VD) 122BrandmauerLuk
LerdwichagulKevin Lerdwichagul (choreography)Matthew Packham (choreography)Michael Tan (choreography)Jeffrey YoungElle NguyenOctober 23, 2020 (2020-10-23) Theo causes trouble for luck as Taree continues his life in the walls 133Unreal EnginesLuke LerdwichagulKevin Lerdwichagul (choreography)Matthew
Packham (choreography)Michael Tan (choreography)Jeffrey YoungElle NguyenOctober 30, 2020 (2020-10-30) MD-5 travel to the most dangerous place in the city Only this happens at a price. Link ^ a b c Inside Mario House that SMG4 built. Kotaku. 2019-07-26. Retrieved 2020-09-27. The 1990s are a 10-minute show.
2019-06-25. Retrieved 2020-09-27. IN 2008 $8.5 MILLION FOR TEN PROJECTS. Black boxes of the TV. 2020-04-20. Retrieved 2020-09-27. Screen Australia CEO Graham Mason explains how the funding authority keeps up. Business Insider. 2020-02-21. Retrieved 2020-09-27. In 2008, $500,000 was $100,000.
Venture battle. 2019-03-18. Retrieved 2020-09-27. Kotaku in 2008. 2020-04-20. Retrieved 2020-09-27. The 2008 Bubbles. 2020-04-20. Retrieved 2020-09-27. The 1990s are a 10-minute-out 1990s bubble. 2020-07-12. Retrieved 2020-09-27. SCREEN AUSTRALIA ANNOUNCES $8.5 MILLION FOR TEN PROJECTS.
Black boxes of the TV. 2010-04-20. Retrieved 2020-09-27. External Meta Runner links to IMDb This article requires additional or more specific categories. Please help by adding categories to it so that it can be listed with similar articles. Video by September 2020 Quoted by
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